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Macmillan Story Corner

What the
Ladybird heard

Activity:
• ‘The teacher sticks the farm animal flashcards’ face down in one line on the whiteboard, wall or

flipchart and writes numbers 1 to 8 beside the flashcards, a different number for each flashcard.
On another line underneath, the teacher sticks the farm animal word cards (hen, goose, duck, horse,
hog (pig), sheep, dog and cat!) and writes letters a to h beside them, a different letter for each word.
Children can only see the back of the flashcards and word cards with their corresponding
number or letter. Note: don’t include the prize cow!

 •The teacher organises the class into 2 groups.

 •The teacher says one of the farm with “hen” in red and group 1 should choose a number
and a letter. The teacher turns over the number and the letter so that they are visible to
the children, if they match the group gets a point. The teacher says another animal and the
same group chooses another number and letter combination. If the group don’t get it right,
the teacher turns the number and letter cards back so that they are no longer visible to the
children and the teacher says a different animal and group 2 chooses a number and letter
combination and so on. Note: don’t include the prize cow! Note: don’t include the prize cow!

• At the end when all the farm animals on the board have been identified, the teacher says
‘But there is one missing from the story and it’s the most important animal on the farm!
Which animal is it?’(the cow)

Macmillan Teacher Training

What the ladybird heard 
Extra Activities

Pelmanism
Materials
Farm animal flashcards (hen,
goose, duck, horse, hog (pig), sheep,
dog and cat, but not the cow).
Farm animal word cards (hen, goose,
duck, horse, hog (pig), sheep, dog and
cat).
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Match the words to the pictures.1
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1. dog

2. hen

3. cat

4. sheep

5. horse

6. pig

7. goose

8. cow

9. duck

a.

d.

e.

f.

g.

h.

i.

b.

c.
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Match the noises to the animals.2

 
 dog cow  horse hen  goose
 
 cat  pig  duck sheep

 cluck    miaow           hiss  woof

 moo    baa          oink         neigh      

                              quack

Animal Noise

1.

2.

3.

4.
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5.

6.

7.

8.

9.
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The map shows hefty Hugh’s and Lanky Len’s planned route round 
the farm. Complete the sentences with the correct words to follow 
their route to the prize cow.

3

sheep       pig        gate

      horse        dog      pond

      house       tree      cow

_____
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1. Go through the         gate           .

2. The on the left.

3. Turn right and the is on the right.

4. Go round the .

5. Go past the and  the on the right.

6. Go straight to the .

7. Turn left and go past the on the right.

8. Go straight to the in the barn.
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Draw your favourite animal from the story.4

My favourite animal in the story
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Complete the speech bubble with the words from the box.5

 dog  cow  horse 
 
 hen  cat  pig

 funny happy kind

  clever pretty

My favourite animal is 

the

because she is           .
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